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Interview

A

ward-winning writers, speakers and consultants, Jane and Dave Willis are
famous worldwide for their vast experience and work on English Language
Teaching. Particularly, Willis has become synonymous with Task-based

Learning. We are delighted to have had the opportunity to interview Jane and Dave,
and ask them about ELT in the world today and about their current projects.
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basically behaviourist. Things are much

How do you see English Language

more open now. In most parts of the

Teaching in the world today?

world syllabuses are not so tightly
graded and controlled as they used to

ELT differs so much in different parts of

be, but there is still a belief that we can

the world that it’s difficult to generalise.

teach the language systematically, one

On the positive side teachers seem to

grammatical item at a time.

be much better trained than they used
to be and there are wonderful

But

resources available to teachers, both in

language acquisition research is pretty

print and online. Websites like the

clear that we cannot predict and control

British Council’s

learning, but most course books and

http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/

syllabuses are still drawn up on the

en/ offer wonderful support for working

assumption that we can do just that.

teachers. The grammar on:

Lessons are designed to focus on one

http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/

grammar

en/english-grammar

very

experience as teachers shows us that

useful to help with lesson planning. But

this doesn’t work. It takes years before

you

and

learners have developed the use of

discriminating in taking advantage of

continuous tense forms, for example.

these resources. Not all the advice and

Some language groups – Japanese,

materials they contain are worthwhile.

Chinese and Arabic for example – still

have

to

be

can

be

critical

it’s

not

all

point

positive.

at

a

Second

time.

Our

have problems with the definite and
When we started out on the 1960s

indefinite articles even at the advanced

language in the classroom was very

level. Yet we still take an item like this

strictly controlled. The approach was

as a lesson focus and we tend to take
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grammatical accuracy as the measure

It’s a long time since we visited

of progress.

Argentina, so we don’t know how things
are there, but on our previous visits we

In many parts of the world we hear

were very impressed. The impression

teachers say ‘My students have learned

we got from the teachers we worked

the grammar, but they just can’t use it’.

with

But when you think about it this is

Mendoza,

nonsense. It’s a bit like saying ‘I know

Salta) was that they really encouraged

how to swim, but I just can’t swim’.

their students to use the language in

Grammar is not what you know it’s what

the classroom. Certainly the teachers

you do. The analogy between language

we worked with in Argentina were some

learning and swimming is actually quite

of the best we have come across

a good one. First you have to learn to

anywhere.

keep

afloat.

Then

your

(in

Bahía

Blanca,

Córdoba,

Rosario,

Tucumán

and

strokes

gradually become more confident. Then
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you begin to develop some sort of style.

When can an activity be considered

Then you gain control of other strokes –

a task?

front crawl, backstroke and so on. In
language learning you first learn to get

We set this out in Doing Task-based

your meaning across, then you begin to

Teaching. The more confidently you

build up your confidence. You go on to

can answer yes to these questions the

concern yourself more with being more

more your activity is likely to be a real

precise in what you want to mean –

task:

which means applying the grammar
with greater precision. Then you go on
to master different forms of English,
learning

to

read

narratives,

then

1. Does

the

activity

engage

the

learner’s interest?
2. Is

there

a

primary

focus

on

newspapers and finally perhaps some

meaning? i.e are learners free to

sort of academic or business English.

use whatever language resources
they can muster?

What happens in many countries is that

3. Is there an outcome?

learners spend all their time practising

4. Is success judged in terms of

grammar

without

being

given

outcome?

opportunities to use the language – a

5. Is completion a priority?

bit

6. Does the activity relate to language

like

practising

your

swimming

strokes on dry land, then when you get
in the water you panic and sink.

use in real world activities?
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Some of these questions are not as



See the

language

work

(what

straightforward as they seem. For

normally comes under the heading

example question 6 does not mean that

of presentation and practice) as a

students should do in the classroom

tidying up process, helping learners

only the kind of thing that they do in the

to

real world. For example, they may have

themselves.

been given a few clues and are asked



sort

Don’t

out

worry

the

grammar

too

much

for

about

to predict the outcome of a story. This

accuracy when doing and reporting

is not the kind of thing we do in the real

tasks. Form-based approaches are

world. But it does relate to real world

based on the belief that accuracy

activities. Learners will be making and

comes

evaluating suggestions, acknowledging

developed later. In practice this

one another’s contributions, agreeing

never happens. Learners go on

and disagreeing with one another. They

producing

will be doing these things for a purpose,

language for years. Task-based

and these are the kind of things we do

approaches are based on the more

in real life. So although the activity is

realistic belief that fluency builds

artificial it does relate to the real world.

confidence and accuracy can be

If you want to expand on the other

developed later.

first

and

fluency

highly

is

inaccurate

criteria you can follow them up in
chapter 1 of the book.
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The basic principles behind task-based

What would you say about Task-

teaching are these:

based Learning to the teachers who
have not tried it in their classes yet?



Focus on meaning first. Instead of
presentation



practice



Here are a few suggestions:

production try starting the sequence
with production and see how it



a) Find a task-based lesson plan and

goes.

try it out. There are several plans in

Follow the task  planning 

our website www.willis-elt.co.uk

report sequence. After learners

See how your learners respond.

have done the task get them to talk

Does it engage their interest? Does

to the class about the outcome, but

it get them talking?

before they do that give them a
chance to work in groups to plan
what they want to say.

b) Many teachers often use what they
call ‘skills lessons’ where they start
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with a written or spoken text. Very

with planning lessons. If you are

often these skills lessons follow a

really lucky you might be able to go

task-based sequence. Try building

into a class and see task-based

the task  planning  report

teaching in action.

sequence into your skills lessons.
g) See pages 228 and 229 of Doing
c) Don’t try to do too much all at once.

Task-based Teaching for the most

Try out task-based techniques and

common advice that teachers with

sequences and see how they work

experience of TBL would give to

for you. You will probably start off

new teachers.

using

task-based

work

only

occasionally, but gradually building
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up the proportion of task-based

Teachers

activities in your classroom.

traditionally

in

Argentina

focused

a

have
lot

on

grammar. In your opinion, what role
d) If your students are old enough to
understand what you are doing

should grammar play? How accurate
should a student be?

open with them. Explain to them
what you are trying to do and why.

Actually there is a lot of focus on

Ask them for feedback.

grammar in a TBL methodology. Take a
look at this diagram:

e) Make sure that you do cover the
grammar

at

the

end

of

sequence. At first students may be
worried that what you are doing is
not ‘proper language

PRIMING AND PREPARATION

the

teaching’.

(Exploring the topic; setting up the
task; introducing key words and
phrases)

They often want correction and
grammatical input. But if they are

TASK CYCLE

confident that this will come at the
end of a teaching sequence they

Task  Planning  Report

will learn to accept it.
FORM FOCUS
f)

Talk to other teachers who have
had some success with a taskbased approach. Ask them for help

(Language study – lexis and
grammar)
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In

PRIMING

language

AND

use

PREPARATION

focuses

on

be a reading passage on which the task

meaning. There will be some input and

was based, or it may be an audio-

explanation

vocabulary

recording of native speakers doing the

necessary to complete the task, but

task or something similar. Learners will

probably nothing on grammar.

probably be asked to look through the

of

mainly

associated with the task. The text may

the

text
The TASK CYCLE is in three parts:

for

specific feature:

expressing

the

future;

ways

of

expressing

agreement and disagreement; articles
During task the focus is almost

and determiners, and so on. This will

entirely on meaning. Any focus on

probably

form will be very brief and very

traditional focus on grammar. There

much

planning

may incorporate some explanation and

learners will be thinking hard

demonstration and some controlled

about how to express themselves.

practice.

incidental.

In

be

followed

by

a

very

They will offer suggestions to one
another

about

of

All of the comments above are very

grammar and vocabulary they

general. Each lesson offers its own

need, and they may well ask the

problems and opportunities. I suggest

teacher

and

you read the above then look at some

correction. But all of this language

of the lesson plans on our website.

work

a

Look at the commentaries on the

meaningful context. Learners are

lesson plans and see how things work.

preparing what they want to tell

One very important thing with learners

the class a whole.

new to task-based methodology is to

for
takes

the

kind

explanation
place

within

reassure them that they will be focusing
In

the

report

phase

those

on

language

at

the

end

of

the

speaking on behalf of the group

sequence. At first they may worry and

will be aiming at accuracy at the

think But when am I going to learn

same time as trying to get their

some

message across. They will take

explained to them how you are doing

account of the advice and help

things and why, and if you do provide a

they

language focus at the end, they will

have

received

in

the

planning phase.

grammar,

but

if

you

have

soon learn to trust you.

FORM FOCUS will almost certainly

Finally a word on accuracy. Accuracy is

involve looking in detail at a text

still important, but only at the end of a
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teaching

sequence. And

we

must

Please speak to your local British

accept that making mistakes is part of

Council on our behalf and we’ll make it

learning. Go back to the analogy with

a top priority for 2014!

swimming. Start by keeping afloat and
splashing about. You will gradually

AEXALEVI Forum

develop and refine your strokes.

We certainly will! We really hope to
see you in Argentina soon.

AEXALEVI Forum

We would like to thank you on behalf

What are your current projects? Are

of

we going to see you in Argentina in

Profesorado en Lenguas Vivas.

Asociación

Ex

alumnos

del

the near future?
Still

writing

and

doing

the

odd

Thank you, Jane and Dave.

conference. But we try not to do too
much. We are very happy living in
semi-retirement.

We

have

two

daughters and five grandchildren living
within ten minutes of our house, and we
love spending time with them. We live
in the English Lake District, the most
beautiful part of Britain (try Lake District
England on Google images) so we
spend a lot of time walking and

Visit Jane and Dave Willis´s website
to continue reading about their work

enjoying the countryside.
We’d love to come back to Argentina.
We have really enjoyed working with
teachers on our previous visits. And we
did a bit of tourism too. After working in
various cities we drove from Salta up to
Humahuaca. It was great. On my
second trip I (Dave) went to the Iguazú
Falls. That was a fantastic experience,
which Jane ought to share.

www.willis-elt.co.uk
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Hypertext Interaction
Mg. Myrian Casamassima

T
Let

eachers usually voice complaints about their students´ performance in reading
and writing. “Our students do not read, do not write, not even in their own
language”. “How can we expect them to read and write in English?”

us

get

Dorothea

text was linear. Indeed, text started in

Brande´s quote “A problem clearly

the first line and ended in the last one.

stated

half-solved”.

As simple as that. These are the days

begin

by

of the world wide web, pervaded with

complaints.

hypertext links that make connections

Instead of “our students do not read or

of content available at the click of a

write”, we will say “our students do not

button or a touch on the screen. When

read or write in the way we used to at

text is connected to other texts, each

their age; they interact in hypertext and

link opens up a world of possibilities,

in hypermedia”.

thus creating hypertext, the term first

The youngest generations, which the

used by Ted Nelson in the 1980´s.

Italian philosopher Franco Berardi calls

Sometimes text is linked to sound,

“post-alphabetic” as opposed to our

video and virtual reality, thus generating

own “alphabetic generations”, appear to

hypermedia.

process text in a different manner and

Our conclusion is straightforward. If our

interaction seems to be a crucial word

students can process hypertext with

for understanding the difference. Our

ease, this is what we should aim at to

techno-savvy students, or screenagers

get them involved in reading and

as Douglas Rushkoff called them as

writing. It should not cause difficulty to

early

observed

them, as this is how they naturally

processing masses of information while

process text. It may, however, cause

they interact in parallel through their

difficulty to us, the generations of

mobile

teachers

is

Perhaps

a

problem

we

could

reformulating

as

inspired

our

1997,

phones

in

own

can

with

be

screenagers

who

would

not

consider

elsewhere. Are they not reading? Are

themselves as high techies.

they not writing? They are. But it is not

We will begin by suggesting that

the type of reading and writing typical of

whenever we are about to assign our

our schooldays and adolescence when

students

a

text

for

reading
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comprehension, we could first check on

For those teachers who are more

the Internet if the text is available in a

distant from technology and prefer to be

digital format. This alone will change

more cautious about its use, we would

the look of the text completely. We may

like to suggest that they generate

be surprised to find that the text we

hypertext in a homemade manner. Text

need even has hypertext links, which

may be printed and pasted on sugar

would sort out the problem.

paper.

If that is not case, we may paste the

highlighted and linked by means of

text on a Word document and ask our

arrows, ribbon, threads to visuals,

students

hipervínculos,

glossaries, pockets, maps, information

available in Word within Insertar. This

pasted on cards, compositions inspired

tool will enable the students to generate

in the text, comment slots for opinions

hypertext by inserting links to websites,

and messages, etc. The possibilities

to other sections of the same text and

are endless. Here again, hypertext can

to a new document which can be

be created on the basis of a given text

created on the spot about content that

or of one written by the students. Sound

is relevant to the text. The students

and video may also be brought into

may include information as well as

interaction.

to

create

Certain

words

may

be

pictures. It is worth exploring the
benefits of using this simple tool. If you

One way or the other, we will succeed

cannot figure out how it works, your

in bringing the students closer to text by

students can probably tell you how to

transforming the reading and writing

do it. The idea behind the use of this

experience into something that is more

tool would be to provide our learners

in keeping with their world. It is clear

with opportunities to create hypertext

that we need to adapt and find new

out of a given text in a straightforward

ways to address what our students

manner. You only need a computer and

need. If we are not familiar with

Word to put this into practice. By the

technology yet, we should not worry.

same token, we may ask our students

There are tools that we can use that are

to create hypertext out of a text that

surely within our reach and that will

they themselves have written. In doing

render more effective opportunities for

so, we would definitely be moving away

our learners. Gone are the days of text

from the linear text both in reading and

still

writing, and gradually trespassing the

hypermedia

boundary into hypermedia by adding

interactive creativity. Let us go for them!

sound and video, for example, to the
original text.

on

a

page.
open

Hypertext
up

worlds

and
of
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Tell me a Story,
Once Again
Prof. Florencia Insua

S

tories have always been an essential part of our society. They define our
values, desires and dreams, as well as our prejudice! People have always
connected with each other through stories. From cave drawings to tweeter,

telling stories has been one of our fundamental communication methods. The truth is
that even nowadays, in this digital age, we still enjoy a good story, whether it’s a novel,
a movie, a fable or a tale. But why do we feel so much engaged when we hear a
narrative about events?

At the turn of the century, Mrs. Earl Dickson, an inexperienced cook, often burned and cut
herself. Mr. Dickson, a Johnson and Johnson employee, got plenty of practice in hand
bandaging. Out of concern for his wife's safety, he began to prepare bandages ahead of time so
that his wife could apply them by herself. By combining a piece of surgical tape and a piece of
gauze, he fashioned the first crude adhesive strip bandage.

Source: http://inventors.about.com/od/articlesandresources/a/great_thinkers.htm
It is quite unlikely that you will ever forget the story of who invented the band aid, or
you are very much less likely to do so if the content were presented in a purely
information-based form.
a family. As families grouped with other

How did storytelling
begin?

families

and

formed

clans,

the

storyteller began to reach a position of

Nobody knows when actually the first

respect and power. Stories started to

is

be shared with other clans from other

believed that the first stories were used

lands. When they travelled, their stories

as a way to calm the fears or doubts of

travelled with them and when they

stories

were

told.

However,

it

returned

they

brought

with

them
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exciting new tales. Stories came in all

are told a story, our brain is more prone

variety: myths, legends, fairy tales,

to pay attention to the events, to which

fables,

it tends to connect emotionally.

hero

stories

and

epic

adventures. All these stories passed
down from generation to generation
and most of them often helped to
explain confusing events and natural
disasters of the time such as storms,
thunder, floods and lightening among
others.

How does our brain
work when we are told
a story?
According to some scientific studies,
when we hear about concepts in an
information-based form only the Broca's
area and Wernicke's area in our brains
activate.

These

are

the

Why is that? Why does
the format of a story,
where events unfold
one after the other,
have such a profound
impact on us?
Cognitive

Neuroscientist

Michael

Gazzaniga who calls our left brain the
‘interpreter’ (story teller) suggests that
the reason why humans love fiction is
because thinking about fantasy first
prepares us for situations that may
come up in real life. Narrative provides
context.

language

Others believe that we love stories

processing parts in the brain, where we

simply because that is exactly how we

decode words into meaning. However,

think. We think in narrative all day long.

when we are being told a story, not only

We tell the story of our lives and those

are the language processing parts

of others every day: our childhood

activated, but also other areas in our

stories, funny stories that happened to

brain that would be engaged if we

us or simply something that happened

experienced the events in the story.

on our way to work. We make up

A story can put your whole brain to
work. Some research by Paul Zak has

(short) stories for every action and
conversation.

shown that the brain releases two

In

chemicals while we listen to stories:

psychologists see in storytelling the

one is cortisol, which focuses our

main aspect that defines our humanity.

attention on something important, and

Humans are the only animals that

the

create and tell stories. We understand

other

is

oxytocin,

which

is

associated with care, connection and
empathy . This means that when we

fact,

most

historians

and

13
our world in terms of our own stories

story from Tweeter or a blog , or any

and those of others.

story that you believe your students will
profit from and enjoy.

How can we use stories
to involve students in
our lessons?

Even when people have begun to
replace personal communication with
technological
spend

Psychological studies about how stories
influence the human mind have shown
that people’s attitudes, fears, hopes
and values are strongly influenced by

less

communication
time

on

face-to

and
face

interaction and more time on mediated
interaction, we still have the need to
both tell stories and hear stories. Ways
to cater for it may have changed over
time, but it remains a need inherent to

stories or storytelling.

humankind.
In fact, fiction seems to be more
effective than writing that is specifically
designed

to

persuade

through

argument and evidence. When we read
factual arguments, we tend to be critical
and

skeptical.

But

when

we

are

absorbed in a story, we drop our
intellectual

guard.

We

are

moved

emotionally. Stories provide a great
context for discussion (oral practice),
learning

new

vocabulary

(lexis),

identifying new structures (grammar),

The Teachers’ Centre invites you and
your students to take part in

The National Reading
Marathon 2013
August 26th to August 31st
Organize a special activity with your
students to help them rediscover the
pleasure for reading.

learning about sentence structure and
paragraphing (writing). They are a great
source to explore the language in
different ways and therefore to create
room

for

enriching

learning

“It is not true we have only one life to
live, if we can read, we can live as
many lives and as many kinds of
lives as we wish”
Hayakawa

experiences. You may start with funny
stories about inventions (such as the
one mentioned in this article), modern
versions of traditional fairy tales, poems
by

challenging

writers

such

as

Benjamin Zephaniah, an interesting

Send us pictures of the activities you
do with your students to
teacherscentre@aexalevi.org.ar
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It worked for me
Prof. Lucía Desalvo

Lucía is a Lenguas Vivas graduate teacher with
experience in teaching children, teenagers and
adults. She has been a teacher at La Asociación for
five years. She participated in AEXALEVI Day 2012
with a successful workshop on Storytelling.

T

he

games

I am going to

describe do work for me. I

Hot Seat

believe that playing games in

class is an easy way of having fun,
enhancing interest, sparking motivation
in learners and revising vocabulary and

I will start by describing the first game
called 'Hot Seat'. What I do in this
game is to divide the class into two

structures. Given the difficulties of

different groups. There is an empty

vocabulary

chair placed in front of the board facing

learning

in

a

second

language class, I will describe two
different lively games that can be
adapted to different class sizes and
ages.

They

contextualized

the class; this chair is the 'hot seat'.
The first group decides which member
will represent them and will come out to

two

partially

the front and sit on that chair. Then, I

vocabulary

learning

write at least ten words on the board.

to go over

The aim of the game is for the students

are

activities for

students

expressions,

vocabulary

items

and

even grammatical points seen in class.

in the team to describe those words by
using synonyms, antonyms, definitions
or words within context to their team
mate who is in the hot seat and who
cannot see the words so that he/she
can guess as many words as he/she
can in two minutes´ time! The winner is
the team that is able to guess more

15
words in the given time. I generally play
this game at the end of the lesson. It
only takes 15 minutes and students feel
they go through different items of
vocabulary in a short length of time.

Taboo
Another game that has the same aim
and works perfectly well and students
love is the so- called 'Taboo'. This
game is perfect to go through words
you want to recycle from previous
lessons. To play a class version of this

Students can also make a set of taboo

popular word game, I have prepared a

cards so as to build up a stock.

set of taboo cards by writing the target

These games are really useful to

word at the top and three or more

recycle vocabulary taught and learnt

words

throughout the lessons!

below

that

students

aren’t

allowed to use in their definition. The
idea is that students have to describe
the target word without using any of the
words they have on the card.

A

Thank you, Lucia!

template could be:

Write about what has worked for you
(an activity, a technique, a game, a song, etc) and send it to us to

teacherscentre@aexalevi.org.ar

We will be glad to publish it in our next issues.
You too can become an AEXALEVI Forum writer!
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Stories from the Heart
Lic. Esmeralda Gomez Kucawca

Esmeralda is a Lenguas Vivas graduate teacher, a
journalist and a specialist in History and Social Sciences.
She is currently doing her master and writing about
education. She has vast experience teaching English in
various contexts and she has been a teacher at La
Asociación for many years.

W

hether you are a private

well as not risk being misunderstood -

teacher who works in your

following

home or one who teaches

coursebook and the syllabus.

the

contents

in

the

English in a larger classroom for a
language school, you probably feel

As they were listening attentively, I

there is so much to see and do that you

couldn't resist the temptation

might experience that your scheduled

to referring to the origin of the English

teaching time is never enough. In fact,

language.

dreaming about including extra topics

that? I was wondering when all of a

is out of the question. Allow me to refer

sudden, a young woman asked me the

a

this

reason why there were so many words

assumption wrong. It really stands out

which seemed to be French. I couldn't

in my mind and might illustrate the point

believe my ears! That was the initial

I want to make.

spark that started a fruitful exchange of

brief

anecdote

to

prove

to resort

How was I going to do

information - about the diverse cultures
Some time ago I was teaching an upper

that

intermediate

grammar and the pronunciation of

group

of

students,

influenced

for

spelling,

ensuring

the

the

heterogeneous in more than one sense,

English

but definitely learn-wise as a whole. We

circulation of knowledge by providing

had been dealing with pronunciation

data that had been left aside - probably,

and intonation as special features of the

on account of being irrelevant and time-

English language in order to make them

consuming - but which would produce a

understand native speakers better as

-

the

active
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better understanding of the topic in

I would like to finish by saying that I

question.

firmly believe that it is essential to
apprehend that knowledge can be

I can say that it was a rewarding

acquired mainly through some sort of

experience that definitely paid off and it

active

continues to pay off over these years.

transformed

participation;
by

the

circulation itself.

Thank you, Esmeralda!

We all have stories to share.
Send us yours to

teacherscentre@aexalevi.org.ar
and we will be glad to publish it in our next issues.
You too can become an AEXALEVI Forum writer

and

it

is

process

of
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Spotlight

Therefore, if looking for leisure but also
some food for thought, there is no
better option than Ernest Hemingway.
This acclaimed American writer, winner

Rediscovering
Hemingway

of the Nobel Prize for Literature and
highly popular in his own times, offers a
double appeal: a fascinating life fraught
with drama but exhilarating passion,
and artful profound fiction.

Prof.Luciana Berger

Before reading his novels and short
stories, it is highly recommendable to
become familiar with his own life. That

Luciana is a Lenguas Vivas graduate
teacher and a student at Licenciatura en
Lengua Inglesa con orientación en Cine y
Literatura from Universidad Nacional de
San Martin (UNSAM). She has been
working at La Asociación for five years.
At present, she is teaching children and
adults. She also works in a primary and
secondary school.

will be the best starting point to
understand his fiction later on. The
reader will discover that from an early
age,

and

thanks

to

his

father’s

influence, he became a lover of nature
and outdoor activities, such as fishing
and hunting. His adventurous spirit
made him participate in both World
Wars, and later on take part on safari
trips, where he survived two plane
crashes!
His love life was also conflicting as he
married four times. His denouement, if
we compare his life to the ending in a
narrative fiction, was his suicide after
having been ill for a long time.

In the hectic times we are forced to live

Once this ground is settled, there

nowadays, literature gives us a chance

comes the time to embark on the

to forget about ourselves for some time

reading of his fiction, tainted with

and to discover things about other

personal anecdotes.

people, though fictional, and also to
rediscover through these characters
aspects of our own selves.
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The short story of my choice is ‘The

though they have themselves fallen into

Capital of the World’, found in his

decadence.

collection The First Forty-Nine Stories. I

The story does not bear a happy ending

find the story inspirational, though many

(which I will not reveal for the readers to

critics

pessimistic,

read this masterpiece), a Hemingwayan

existentialist and absurd elements in it.

trait indeed, but leaves the reader

It is essentially the story of a young

feeling and thinking about existentialist

boy, who works at a ‘pensión’ in Madrid

ideas such as the real meaning of life,

(a city where Hemingway lived and

what dreams represent and how there

considered the most beautiful in the

is hope in the world even when chaos

world, which may shed light to the

and absurdity seem to abound. This is

meaning of the title) whose passion is

the connection that we may find with

to become a bullfighter. He loves

current times: there may be hope in

observing the three bullfighters who

what seems to be a gloomy void.

only

see

the

reside in the ‘pensión’ and daydreams
about becoming one of them, even

Thank you, Luciana!

TEACHERS ´ CENTRE FORUM announces its next meeting

August 24th From 10 to 12:30 at La Asociación

Understanding by
Re
Construct
ion
Strategies to lead your students to a more effective understanding of texts
by working at different levels of comprehension.
Moderated by Mg. Myrian Casamassima & Prof. Florencia Insua
To enrol,
send an email to

alumnoslibres@aexalevi.org.ar

